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Abstract: A fiber curvature sensor based on a Mach–Zehnder Interferometer (MZI) constructed
using the waist-enlarged technique to splice a segment of non-zero dispersion-shifted fiber (NZ-DSF)
between two segments of single mode fiber (SMF) is proposed and experimentally demonstrated.
All fabricated sensors presented an improvement in their curvature sensitivity when they were
coated with polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) polymer. The sensor that exhibited the best performance
was 6.5 cm long, with a curvature sensitivity of 8.27 nm/m−1 in a range of 0.69 m−1 (from 1.08 to
1.77 m−1). This sensitivity is 3.22 times higher than that of the sensor without polymer. Additionally,
the sensor coated with polymer exhibited cross-sensitivity that is 2.23 times smaller than the sensor
without polymer. The easy fabrication and notable performance of this device makes it alluring for
structural health monitoring.

Keywords: waist-enlarged; PDMS polymer; non-zero dispersion-shifted fiber; curvature sensor

1. Introduction

Monitoring curvature is vital for innumerable applications, such as reconstructing 2D
circle-shaped objects using curvature radius sensing [1], trailing deformation in aircraft [2],
and monitoring vital signs [3]. Consequently, fiber optic curvature sensors have been
widely researched by academic groups and industries worldwide. Several fiber optics
sensors have been fabricated using specialty optical fibers such as suspended-core fiber
(SCF) [4], dispersion compensation fiber (DCF) [5], seven-core fiber (SCF) [6], C-fiber [7],
hollow core fiber (HCF) [8], negative curvature hollow core fiber (NCHCF) [9], and ring
core few-mode fiber (RC-FMF) [10]. Not only are specialty fibers used to construct cur-
vature sensors, but SMF is also used. Accomplishing this purpose requires that the fiber
structure be modified using special techniques. For instance, femtosecond lasers can be
used to inscribe a waveguide in the fiber core [11] or a cladding waveguide can be used to
construct an MZI [12]. Another technique is to polish the lateral side of an SMF to obtain a
D-shaped optical fiber curvature sensor [3]. On the other hand, the use of PDMS polymer
in the process of the fabrication of fiber sensors has attracted attention due to its low cost, as
well as the simple way of preparing and curing it. It has been used to facilitate packaging
for applications that require rough handling [13], as well as enhance their curvature sensi-
tivity [14]. Moreover, it has been shown that a microfiber and a microfiber knot embedded
in PDMS can be used to measure pressure [15] and longitudinal strain [16], respectively.
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Here, we proposed a fiber curvature sensor based on a waist-enlarged technique. The
sensor was fabricated using a segment of NZ-DSF between two segments of SMF. The waist
of the splices is enlarged, and they are manufactured by using a conventional machine
splicer, where the waist-enlarged splices behave like mode couplers and the segment of
NZ-DSF is the sensing part of the device; the whole fiber structure works like an MZI. It is
worth mentioning that this fiber has a central core, and a ring core surrounds it. It has been
shown that fibers that have ring cores are sensitive to curvature perturbation [17]. Different
lengths of NZ-DSF were tested, and we found experimentally that the 5 cm long sample
showed the highest curvature sensitivity (−4.86 nm/m−1 from 1.25 to 1.77 m−1). To make
the sensors sturdier and more sensitive, they were packaged with PDMS polymer, and
curvature sensitivity increased in all cases. An additional benefit of this covering polymer is
the low temperature cross-sensitivity. In the end, we observed that the sensor that exhibited
the better performance was 6.5 cm long, with a curvature sensitivity of 8.27 nm/m−1 in a
range of 0.69 m−1 (from 1.08 to 1.77 m−1).

2. Fabrication Process and Operation Principle

The MZIs were fabricated using a segment of NZ-DSF (DCF4, Thorlabs, NJ, USA)
between two segments of SMF; its core, ring core, and cladding diameters were 5.8, 16,
and 125 µm [18], respectively. The splices were achieved by employing a conventional
electrical discharge splicer (model S175, Fitel, Tokyo, Japan) operated in manual mode;
the discharge parameters that were used can be summarized as follows: prefusion time of
210 ms, arch power of 119 mW, and overlap set at 50 µm. In the following description of the
fabrication process, the waist-enlarged splices were accomplished using these parameters.
In order to realize better control of the length of the MZI, a precise cutting system was
implemented. This experimental setup was assembled using a linear translation stage
with an integrated controller (LTS150, Thorlabs, NJ, USA), a laptop, magnets, and a fiber
cleaver. The fabrication process of these MZIs is described in the following steps. First,
it is necessary to strip off the coating of the tip of the SMF and the whole segment of the
NZ-DSF to accomplish the first splice. A segment of SMF is then fixed with two magnets in
the linear translation stage, and the rest of the segment of fiber is on the fiber cleaver. After
cleaving the SMF, the segments of SMF and NZ-DSF are placed in the splicer holders, and
their position is adjusted to align their cores and thus perform the splice discharge, as can
be seen in Figure 1a,b.

Afterward, with the right motor, an overlap of 50 µm is achieved and another discharge
is applied (see Figure 1c). The previous step is carried out 25 times, forming the waist-
enlarged splice, as shown in Figure 1d. Consequently, the waist-enlarged splice is taken
from the splicer and is set on the cleaver. The linear translation stage then moves to a
specific length and an accurate segment (five different lengths from 5 to 7 cm, in steps of
0.5 cm) of the NZ-DSF is cut with the cleaver. For the second part of the sensor, the steps of
the first splice are repeated (see Figure 1e–h). Finally, the full sensor is realized, as shown
in Figure 1i. A lateral view of one of the fabricated devices is shown in Figure 2; it is easy
to observe that the waist enlargement technique increases the diameter of both splices;
it is essential to mention that both waist-enlarged splices work as a mode coupler. The
diameters of the lead-in and the lead-out waist-enlarged splices are 307 µm and 308 µm,
respectively, as shown in Figure 2. All the sensors used in this experiment have a waist-
enlarged splice diameter in the range of 15 µm, from 300 to 315 µm, since fulfilling this
condition generates better fringe contrast.
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Figure 1. Fabrication process of the MZI. (a) SMF and NZ-DSF segments placed on the splicer (b) 

Splicing SMF and NZ-DSF, (c) Overlap the right motor, (d) Lead-in waist-enlarged splice, (e) NZ-

DSF and SMF segments placed on the splicer, (f) Splicing NZ-DSF and SMF, (g) Overlap the right 

motor, (h) Lead-out waist-enlarged splice, (i) Drawing of the sensor. 

 

Figure 2. A microscope image of (a) the lead-in waist-enlarged splice and (b) the lead-out waist-

enlarged splice. 

The next step is to cover the sensor with a polymer, since this process has been 

demonstrated to increase curvature sensitivity [14]. Thus, the coating process began by 

placing each sensor on a flexible steel sheet, in which three layers of adhesive tape were 

cut and placed at the ends to obtain a height of 1 mm. The sensor was set above the tape 

Figure 1. Fabrication process of the MZI. (a) SMF and NZ-DSF segments placed on the splicer
(b) Splicing SMF and NZ-DSF, (c) Overlap the right motor, (d) Lead-in waist-enlarged splice,
(e) NZ-DSF and SMF segments placed on the splicer, (f) Splicing NZ-DSF and SMF, (g) Overlap
the right motor, (h) Lead-out waist-enlarged splice, (i) Drawing of the sensor.
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The next step is to cover the sensor with a polymer, since this process has been demon-
strated to increase curvature sensitivity [14]. Thus, the coating process began by placing
each sensor on a flexible steel sheet, in which three layers of adhesive tape were cut and
placed at the ends to obtain a height of 1 mm. The sensor was set above the tape layers to
prevent contact between the sensing area and the steel sheet. After the sensor was centered
and fixed, it was coated with the polymer following the manufacturer’s specifications.
Additionally, other advantages of packaging this device include avoiding contamination
of the sensing area with dust or other substances and increasing the resistance of the
sensor to perform heavy-duty work. To analyze the output signal of each MZI (differ-
ent lengths) without and with polymer, an experimental setup was implemented (see
Figure 3). The Superluminescent Diode (SLD-1550S-A40, Thorlabs, Newton, NJ, USA)
was used as a broadband source and a polarization controller was added to adjust the
polarization state, which helps to obtain higher fringe visibility. The output spectra of
the sensors were measured with an Optical Spectrum Analyzer (OSA) (MS9740B, Anritsu,
Atsugi-shi, Kanagawa, Japan).
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Figure 3. Experimental setup to test the transmission of MZIs.

The experimental spectra of the different MZIs are shown in Figure 4a. At 1550 nm,
it is observed that the maximum value of the Free Spectral Range (FSR) is 10.44, 12.44,
8.88, 7.72, and 6.76 nm for the sensors of 5, 5.5, 6, 6.5, and 7 cm in length, respectively. The
maximum value of the fringe contrast at 1550 nm is 17.7, 28, 27.7, 13.4, and 21.4 dB for the
sensors of 5, 5.5, 6, 6.5, and 7 cm in length, respectively. Figure 4b shows the FFT of the
different spectra; they present several peaks, which means that more than two modes are
propagating in the sensor and that they are interfering.
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The experimental spectra of the different MZIs coated with polymer are shown in
Figure 5a. This figure shows that the maximum values at 1550 nm in terms of the FSR
are 11, 7.96, 7.72, 8.24, and 7.16 nm for the sensors of 5, 5.5, 6, 6.5, and 7 cm in length,
respectively. The maximum values of the fringe contrast at 1550 nm are 24.5, 23.9, 28.5,
17.2, and 13.7 dB for the sensors of 5, 5.5, 6, 6.5, and 7 cm in length, respectively. Figure 5b
shows the FFT of the different spectra; the presence of various peaks can be explained as in
the previous case.
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the transmission spectra.

Comparing the performance of the devices using the spectra at 1550 nm, we observe
that the MZIs with a length of 5, 6.5, and 7 cm increment their FSR when they are covered
with the polymer, and the MZIs with a length of 5, 6, and 6.5 cm augment their contrast
when they are coated with the polymer. In the other cases, the FSR and contrast decrease.
Regarding the FFT of the MZIs, it is easy to notice that the MZI with a length of 6 cm when
covered with polymer has fewer peaks than the same device without polymer. This means
that the number of modes that interfere decreases. In the other cases, we observe various
peaks presented in the FFT, which means that several modes travel in the sensor with or
without polymer.

The principle of operation of the MZI can be explained as follows: The waist-enlarged
splices between the SMF and NZ-DSF act as optical couplers. This allows for the launch
of light to the core, ring, and cladding in the NZ-DSF central segment. These modes
travel in the section of the NZ-DSF until they are recombined in the output waist-enlarged
splice, producing an interference pattern at the sensor output. As was mentioned in the
previous paragraph, the FSR of the output spectra was changed after they were coated
with a polymer. Due to this, we believe the interference pattern strongly depends on the
(Effective Refractive Index) ERI of the cladding modes. It is important to note that the
ERI values of these modes are the only ones modified when the (Refractive Index) RI of
the surrender changes. Moreover, by observing the FFT of the signal, we observe that the
core mode is also present and that the ring modes could be presented, though they do not
significantly modify the FSR of the interference pattern. Assuming all these facts, we can
express the interference pattern using the following equation [19]:

I = Icore + ∑
m

Im
clad + ∑

m
2(I core Im

clad

)1/2

cosΦm (1)
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where I, Icore, and Im
clad are the intensity of the interference pattern, the intensity of the core,

and intensity of the mth cladding mode, respectively, and Φm is the phase. The phase can
be expressed in terms of the ERI of the core mode and cladding modes as follows [19]:

Φm =
4π(n core

eff −nclad,m
eff )L

λm
=

4π∆nm
effL

λm
(2)

where ncore
eff and nclad,m

eff are the ERI values of the core mode and cladding modes, L is the
length of the NZ-DSF, λm is the wavelength of light in a vacuum, and ∆nm

eff is the ERI
difference. It should be noted that the FSR of the interference pattern can be expressed by
FSR = λ2/∆nm

effL.
For simplicity, we analyzed two possible cases when the sensor is curved: (i) The

sensor is not covered with polymer. Under these conditions, the fiber undergoes strain,
causing a change in ncore

eff and nclad,m
eff (due to photoelastic coefficient [20,21]) and producing

phase displacement of the transmission dip. (ii) The sensor is covered with polymer.
As in the previous case, the ncore

eff and nclad,m
eff values are modified due to the curvature.

Furthermore, the polymer around the fiber is strained, which generates an RI change in
the polymer. This causes a change in the value of nclad,m

eff , which is observable when the
polymer is present (this property is otherwise (air) not exhibited (photoelastic coefficient)).
Therefore, using the polymer, nclad,m

eff is modified by the photoelastic effect of the fiber and
the polymer; both contributions increase the curvature sensitivity of the sensor, as will be
shown in the experimental section.

3. Experimental Results
3.1. Experimental Setup for Performing Curvature Measurements

The following measurements were carried out to determine the different MZIs’ cur-
vature properties (the experimental setup is shown in Figure 6). The SLD was used as a
broadband source, and a polarization controller was added to adjust the polarization state.
The MZI was attached to a flexible steel sheet, and the steel sheet was then set between
two mechanical supports, one of which was fixed to a translation stage. This stage had a
micrometer that allowed for lateral displacement, producing different curvatures that the
steel sheet underwent (as well as the sensor). The output spectra were measured with an
OSA. The curvature is obtained as follows [22]:

C =
1
R

∼=
(

24x
L3

0

) 1
2

(3)

where R is the radius of the curvature, L3
0 is the length of the flexible steel sheet, and x is

the lateral displacement that modifies the curvature. Five different lengths of MZI were
curved within the range of 0 to 1.77 m−1.
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It has been found that the phase of the MZI spectrum changes according to the
curvature that the sensor observes; this behavior was exhibited by all sensors presented
here. Three parameters that are essential to know to get a better insight into the performance
of this kind of sensor are curvature sensitivity (with its associated error), curvature range,
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and R-square values. The sensors without polymer coatings were characterized using
the setup shown in Figure 6, and the related vital information is shown in Table 1. The
measurements were carried out three times and the mean value was then calculated, with
the standard deviation finally obtained to estimate the associated error.

Table 1. Curvature of MZIs without polymer.

L (cm) Curvature Sensitivity
(nm/m−1)

Curvature Range
(m−1) R-Square

5 −4.86 ± 0.35 From 1.25 to 1.77 (0.52) 0.98
5.5 −3.28 ± 0.16 From 1.08 to 1.53 (0.45) 0.99
6 −2.50 ± 0.14 From 0.88 to 1.53 (0.65) 0.98

6.5 −2.57 ± 0.15 From 1.08 to 1.77 (0.69) 0.98
7 −4.46 ± 0.44 From 0.62 to 1.39 (0.77) 0.97

The MZI with a length of 5 cm presented the highest curvature sensitivity
(−4.86 ± 0.35 nm/m−1) and a curvature range from 1.25 to 1.77 m−1 (0.52 m−1). Further-
more, the MZI with a length of 7 cm obtained the highest curvature range, from 0.62 to
1.39 m−1 (0.77 m−1), and a curvature sensitivity of −4.46 ± 0.44 nm/m−1. After this charac-
terization, all the MZIs were coated with the polymer described in Section 2. As the polymer
attached the sensor to the steel sheet, curvature measurements were achieved using the
setup of Figure 6, and Table 2 shows their results. The MZI with a length of 6.5 cm exhibited
better performance: its curvature sensitivity and curvature range were 8.27 ± 0.76 nm/m−1

and 0.69 m−1 (from 1.08 to 1.77 m−1), respectively. This sensor showed the best upgrade,
specifically an increase in sensitivity by 3.22 times and a 119% augmentation in curvature
range. The following paragraphs will show only the experimental results (curvature and
temperature response) of this sensor (6.5 cm long) without and with polymer.

Table 2. Curvature of MZIs with polymer.

L (cm) Curvature Sensitivity
(nm/m−1)

Curvature Range
(m−1) R-Square

5 −6.44 ± 0.52 From 0.88 to 1.39 (0.51) 0.98
5.5 −7.26 ± 1.11 From 1.25 to 1.77 (0.52) 0.93
6 −7.40 ± 1.27 From 0.88 to 1.39 (0.51) 0.94

6.5 8.27 ± 0.76 From 1.08 to 1.77 (0.69) 0.95
7 7.13 ± 1.98 From 0.88 to 1.39 (0.51) 0.86

To compare the performance of the MZI with a length of 6.5 cm as a curvature sensor
both without and with polymer, one can observe that the transmission spectra of the sensor
without polymer underwent a blueshift as the curvature increased. Figure 7a exhibits
the dip that presents the higher wavelength displacement as the curvature increases. We
observed a linear response between curvature and wavelength displacement for curvatures
from 1.08 to 1.77 m−1 (0.69 m−1) with curvature sensitivity of −2.57 ± 0.15 nm/m−1, as
shown in Figure 7b. It is worth mentioning that the micrometer that was used for this
experiment allows lateral displacement of 0.5 mm, producing different curvatures. The
maximum lateral displacement of the micrometer was 4 mm, and this value corresponds to
a curvature of 1.7693 m−1.

The sensor when coated with polymer exhibits a curvature sensitivity of 8.27 ± 0.76 nm/m−1

in the range of 1.08 to 1.77 m−1 (0.69 m−1), as shown in Figure 8a,b. It has been found that
coating the MZI with polymer increased sensitivity by three times.

3.2. Temperature Measurement without and with Polymer

The experimental setup shown in Figure 6 was used to obtain temperature response
values. At zero curvature, the sensor was set on a hotplate at different temperatures from
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20 to 80 ◦C in steps of 15 ◦C. Figure 9a shows the redshift of one dip of the spectral response,
and its temperature sensitivity was 0.049 ± 0.002 nm/◦C, as shown in Figure 9b.
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The same characterization was carried out for the sensor coated with polymer. Figure 10a
shows the spectral response at different temperatures, and its temperature sensitivity was
0.071 ± 0.0009 nm/◦C, as shown in Figure 10b. From this figure, it can be seen that tempera-
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ture sensitivity increased by 1.44 times compared to the sensitivity of the sensor without polymer.
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4. Results and Discussion

It is important to analyze the performance of the sensor when not covered with poly-
mer. Its curvature and temperature sensitivities were −2.57 nm/m−1 and 0.049 nm/◦C,
respectively. Cross-sensitivity was 0.019 m−1/◦C, and this low value allows us to ne-
glect temperature during curvature measurements. On the other hand, the sensor coated
with polymer exhibited curvature and temperature sensitivities of 8.27 nm/m−1 and
0.071 nm/◦C, respectively. Cross-sensitivity was 0.0085 m−1/◦C, which is 2.23 times
smaller than the sensor without polymer. This means that during curvature measure-
ments, the temperature changes do not affect the curvature value of the polymer-coated
sensor as much as they do for the sensor without polymer, making the sensor coated with
polymer more suitable for real applications. Another essential parameter that should be
considered when we analyze the performance of a sensor is the Q-factor, which offers
information regarding sensitivity, resolution, and accuracy [23]. We calculated the Q-factor
considering a 3 dB bandwidth and the central wavelength of the dip [24]. From Table 3,
we observed, for curvature measurements, that the dips of the sensor without polymer
had a higher Q-factor than the dips of the sensor with polymer (except for the curvature
of 1.7693 m−1). On the contrary, for temperature measurement, the dips of the sensor
without polymer had a lower Q-factor than the dips of the sensor with polymer within
the range of 35 to 80 ◦C (see Table 4). The dips having a higher Q-factor means that they
will exhibit lower spectral transmission noise, implying an upgrade in the performance
of the sensor [25].

Table 3. The Q-factor values of the dips corresponding to different curvatures.

Curvature without Polymer Curvature with Polymer

Curvature (m−1) The Central Wavelength
of the Dip (nm) Q-Factor The Central wavelength of

the Dip (nm) Q-Factor

1.0835 1544.76 3960.92 1564.12 3066.90
1.2511 1544.48 5148.27 1564.84 2301.24
1.3988 1544.16 4981.16 1566.96 2901.78
1.5323 1543.72 4540.35 1567.64 2449.44
1.655 1543.24 5511.57 1569.36 2414.40

1.7693 1542.68 1623.87 1570.36 1308.63

Table 4. The Q-factor values of the dips corresponding to different temperatures.

Temperature without Polymer Temperature with Polymer

Temperature (◦C) The Central Wavelength
of the Dip (nm) Q-Factor The Central Wavelength

of the Dip (nm) Q-Factor

20 1543.7 799.84 1568.36 780.28
35 1544.37 808.57 1569.52 1171.28
50 1545.08 908.87 1571.04 2182.00
65 1545.77 796.79 1571.56 2965.21
80 1546.73 761.94 1572.56 1512.08

The Detection Limit (DL) needs to be evaluated in order to acquire a better under-
standing of the performance of a device. The equation that is used to calculate this value
is DL = R/S [25], where R and S are the wavelength scanning resolution of the OSA and
the sensitivity of the sensor, respectively. The resolution used to obtain the curvature
measurement was 0.07 nm; thus, the DL values for the sensor without and with polymer
were 0.0272 and 0.0085 m−1, respectively. The maximum wavelength scanning resolution
of the OSA is 0.03 nm. Using this resolution, it is possible to achieve a DL of 0.0117 m−1 for
the sensor without polymer and 0.0036 m−1 for the sensor with polymer. In both cases, the
sensor with polymer has a smaller DL due to its higher curvature sensitivity. This means
that the sensor with polymer is able to measure smaller curvature changes accurately.
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Comparing the performance of our sensor with other fiber optic sensors is an important
issue that lets us understand the reliability of our device. Table 5 lists sensors with different
fiber structures along with their curvature sensitivities and curvature ranges. Sensors 2,
3, 5, and 6 reported lower curvature sensitivity than our sensor. Sensors 1 and 4 offered
the highest curvature sensitivity. However, sensor 1 consisted of two cascading abrupt
tapers in an SMF; to manufacture the sensor, they used a CO2 laser, which makes the
fabrication process expensive. Sensor 4 was fabricated using a lateral offset splice of SMF
between a four-core fiber (FCF), which, considering the orientation of the special fiber,
increases the complexity of the process and is additionally more costly. As a result, our
proposed sensor coated with polymer shows competitive curvature sensitivity and an
easy fabrication process without costly material that packages the device for potential
application in structural health monitoring.

Table 5. Different sensors.

[#] Structure Sensitivity
(nm/m−1)

Curvature Range
(m−1) Reference

1 SMF cascading abrupt tapers −25.946 From 6.38 to 7.98
(1.6) [26]

2 MCO-LPFG 0.1877 From 1.775 to 3.436
(1.661) [27]

3 LPGs in MCF −4.85 From 0 to 1.77
(1.77) [28]

4 SMF-FCF-SMF with lateral
offset −18.75 From 0.042 to 0.163

(0.121) [29]

5 SMF-NCF-RCF-SMF −3.68 From 1.3856 to 3.6661
(2.28) [30]

6 SMF-MMF-PCF-MMF-SMF −1.03 From 10 to 22.4
(12.4) [31]

7 Our sensor
(SMF-NZDSF-SMF) 8.27 From 1.08 to 1.77

(0.69) ---

5. Conclusions

In summary, we have proposed and experimentally demonstrated a fiber curvature
sensor based on an MZI that was constructed using the waist-enlarged technique to splice
a segment of NZ-DSF between two segments of SMF. Different lengths of NZ-DSF were
tested, and the 5 cm long sample showed the highest curvature sensitivity (−4.86 nm/m−1,
from 1.25 to 1.77 m−1). All these sensors were packaged using PDMS polymer to exploit
the advantages of this technique, such as augmented mechanical strength, protection
against dust, and increased sensitivity. We experimentally demonstrated that the curvature
sensitivity of all the sensors coated with polymer increases; the device with a length of
6.5 cm presented the highest curvature sensitivity (8.27 nm/m−1, from 1.08 to 1.77 m−1).
Additionally, the sensor coated with polymer exhibited cross-sensitivity that was 2.23 times
smaller than the sensor without polymer. All of these remarkable features, as well as the
accessible and highly reproducible fabrication process, lead us to believe that this device
has potential application in structural health monitoring.
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